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Garage

Aftermarket brake brand, Mintex, has a

range of tools available to mechanics, each

specifically designed to provide a more efficient

route to brake replacement. The tools

offer a quick, simple and safe means of

working on a vehicle’s brakes, while also

offering significant profit opportunities

to a garage.

Mintex’s range of tools

include; hub grinders,

pneumatic piston

windback tools, caliper

cleaning files and a

caliper housing guide

bolt set. Each piece

of equipment offers

improved time saving

and job efficiency. For

example, not checking the

disc run out can lead to brake

judder or brake noise, resulting in

an unhappy, returning customer and

costing the garage time and money.

Utilising a DTI gauge to check the run out

before a customer drives away means the

mechanic can be sure everything is running

smoothly and there should be no complaints.

Also included is a brake fluid moisture

tester, which provides a quick and accurate way

of checking for contamination in brake fluid.

Contamination can occur when the brake fluid

absorbs moisture, which leads to the boiling

point of the fluid being lowered. This can mean

a vapour lock and in turn, the possibility of

complete brake failure. The addition of this

simple test within final checks, can save valuable

time, while offering a supplementary brake

servicing business, the addition of which could

give an average-sized workshop the

opportunity to earn over

€16,000 annual

profit.

Customer

retention is

imperative for

garages, with most

individuals

remaining loyal to

one garage where they

have had a positive

experience. With vehicles

requiring constant check-

ups and regular

maintenance work, this loyalty

is vital for a garage and ensuring

mechanics have the right tools for

the job and incorporating additional

checks can assist in building loyalty by proving a

garage is reliable and reputable.

All Mintex tools have the seal of quality

from stringent tests carried out at the company’s

own technical centre. A series of best practice

guides and what tools should be used are also

available along with support from the technical

team.

For more information on best practice
guides or on the new Mintex tool range,
contact UK.technical@tmdfriction.com.

Mintex highlights the importance of
the correct brake servicing equipment

Eure!Car Training has announced that it will

be holding two IMI Certified F-Gas handling

training courses in November.

Run in association with Air Conditioning

Servicing equipment specialist Valeo, the courses

take place on Tuesday November 5th at J&S

Automotive Munster and Thursday November

7th at J&S Automotive, Park West, Dublin.

By attending the course and successfully

completing the exam, attendees achieve IMI

certification in F-Gas refrigerant handling, which

means they are legally qualified to work on A/C

systems.

During the training attendees will learn

how to correctly handle and store refrigerant

gases, the safe connection and disconnection of

A/C lines and correct safety precautions and

required personal protection equipment.

Places on the training are strictly limited

and the closing date for applications is October

18th.

For more information and bookings
please call 01-629-7924.

Eure!Car offers
IMI certified 
F-Gas training 

tool and equipment supplier, Sealey, has

announced that it has purchased the

established consumables and safety equipment

brand ‘Worksafe’. The move comes after Safety &

Electrical Products (SEP Ltd) fell into administration.

The Worksafe brand, which includes over

1000 products such as Drill Bits, Cutting Blades,

Safety Helmets and more, is now available to

purchase via Sealey distributors.

A new Worksafe Catalogue is expected to be

launched later this year.

Question: We have a 2012 Citroen DS4

petrol 1.6 in the workshop that will not

start. The alternator warning lamp is

also illuminated. We have carried out

some basic engine and electrical checks,

but cannot find the cause of the non-

start fault. Have you come across these

symptoms together before?

Answer: Yes, we have seen the

symptoms you described before, and

they are due to a turbocharger (TC)

engine coolant pump internal short

circuit. This fault only affects DS4

models with 5FU (EP6CDTX) engine code.

Check the turbocharger (TC) engine coolant

pump fuse. If the fuse has blown, fit a new

turbocharger (TC) engine coolant pump, see

figure above. Replace the TC engine coolant

pump fuse.

Ensure the

correct fuse

rating is used.

A turbo engine coolant pump failure can cause a no start

Citroen DS4: No start and alternator light on




